Abstract. A stereo vision based terrain traversability estimation method for offroad mobile robots is presented. The method models surrounding terrain using either sloped planes or a digital elevation model, based on the availability of suitable input data. This combination of two surface modeling techniques increases range and information content of the resulting terrain map.
Introduction
Autonomous navigation in unstructured offroad terrain has a whole range of interesting applications, but still remains a challenging and largely unsolved problem for robotic vehicles. A key capability within this domain is the estimation of terrain traversability, the analysis of sensor data in order to determine how well surrounding terrain can be crossed. Unfortunately, this task is very difficult, as 'traversability' is a complex function of the vehicles' own mechanical capabilities, surface geometry and terrain type.
Outdoor traversability estimation usually starts with the construction of a three-dimensional point cloud outlining the terrain surface. Then, the point cloud is abstracted into a model that allows reasoning about traversability. A popular model is the digital elevation map (DEM) [1] . DEMs are grid maps storing the overall terrain height of a certain metrical patch (e.g. 1m x 1m). By considering height differences between neighboring cells, traversability scores can be computed. However, details such as the 'real' slope of the patch are lost and a distinction between patches containing abrupt steps and those containing continuous slopes becomes impossible. A more accurate terrain model can be produced by fitting planes [2] or triangular meshes. Unfortunately, this requires more points to work reliably than the construction of a DEM patch. Therefore, this model has been predominantly applied to indoor applications requiring shorter ranges and thus obtaining higher density point clouds.
In this paper, we propose a method for terrain traversability estimation in outdoor, offroad environments that adaptively combines both terrain model types. More precisely, areas exhibiting a high point density are described using fitted planes that retain the information about predominant slopes. In areas unsuitable for planar approximation (due to a lack of points or non-planar surfaces), the method falls back to elevation map modeling.We show that this strategy increases the range of a vision-based traversability estimation system compared to a pure plane-fitting approach. At the same time, it models nearby terrain more accurately than a pure DEM approach, allowing to estimate terrain traversability more precisely.
The remaining paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related approaches for terrain traversability estimation. Section 3 then presents our proposed method, whose performance is evaluated in section 4 based on simulations and real experiments. Section 5 summarizes the results and provides an outlook.
Related Work
Established techniques for outdoor traversability estimation typically measure the terrain layout using either 3D LIDAR range sensors [3] or stereo systems [4] [5] . After data acquisition, derived properties such as height variances [4] or classified terrain type [5] are used for traversability estimation. While LIDAR systems can quickly produce accurate 3D point clouds distributed along the terrain surface, they do not provide visual information useful for terrain classification such as terrain color or texture. In contrast, stereo cameras capturing high resolution color images can support appearance-based terrain type inference. However, these systems have to derive the distance information for 3D point cloud generation algorithmically, which increases computational load and limits range accuracy. Even worse, stereo reconstruction depends heavily on suitable input data -on problematic image areas (e.g. having low contrast), stereo matching may fail. In order to combine their benefits, several researchers have proposed to use both sensor types simultaneously and perform data fusion [1] . However, consistency over long ranges requires an extremely accurate mutual sensor registration and a mechanically rigid construction to prevent misalignments caused by vibrations during robot operation. Thus, sensor fusion has not been widely adapted for sensor systems with moving part such as pan/tilt units.
Proposed Method
Our proposed method for terrain traversability estimation is based on a panning stereo camera system as exclusive information source. As outlined in section 2, this allows later extension toward terrain type classification based on visual appearance (e.g. using texture, feature or color analysis). Also, the use of a single camera system avoids registration issues that plague sensor fusion approaches, while the panning degree of freedom can be used to increase the field of view.
Since image acquisition is not the focus of this paper, we assume that a strategy suitable for capturing well-exposed images in outdoor settings (CMOS sensors, HDR image acquisition) is used. Furthermore, we also assume the presence of a canonical stereo system with horizontal epipolar lines. In practice, an offline calibration is performed. The algorithm can be subdivided into the three sucessive steps Point Cloud Generation, Terrain Modeling and Traversabiliy Analysis. Each will now be discussed in sequence.
Point Cloud Generation
Initially, a 3D point cloud outlining the terrain surface is built using a simple sparse stereo approach. As first step, well localizable image points are identified in both camera images using the 'good features to track' algorithm [6] . Then, left and right image interest points are matched with each other using a highly efficient pyramidal Lukas-Kanade feature tracker [7] . Bad matches are discarded.
We implement an additional filtering step for the remaining point pairs to eliminate outliers. For a point pair p = (x, y), p = (x , y ) with p coming from the left and p from the right image, the following two criteria must be fulfilled:
y−y x−x < δ. d min and d max denote minimal and maximal acceptable disparities and are selected according to the spatial range interesting for traversability analysis. δ determines the tolerated vertical skew between matched points. Although this value is theoretically 0 for perfectly calibrated systems, experiments have shown that it should be chosen greater to accommodate slight misalignments that creep in during robot operation. After valid interest point pairs (p i , p i ) have been determined, they are projected onto points P i = (X i , Y i , Z i ) in three-dimensional space using standard stereo reconstruction techniques. The 3D coordinate system is chosen so that the z-axis is parallel to the gravitational vector and the x-axis points into the direction of the robot's heading.
As a result of the sparse stereo approach and the additional filtering, the amount of incorrect points in the 3D point cloud is substantially reduced. However, uniformly colored image areas such as smooth roads are sampled much less frequently than vegetated terrain having high contrast. Luckily, the target offroad environment exhibits few objects with low contrast and these objects can typically be approximated well using height planes, which require only few points for construction (see section 3.2).
Terrain Modeling
In order to allow piecewise modeling of the surrounding terrain, the obtained point cloud must be segmented spatially. One common choice is to use segments having similiar areas on the ground plane, resulting in a grid map structure ( fig.  1a) . Another possibility is a camera-centric approach which segments the point cloud into parts that project onto equal areas (given perfectly flat terrain) on the input images ( fig. 1c ). Both choices have drawbacks. While the environmentcentric segmentation approximates the terrain with constant resolution, grid cells further away are covered by a very small part of the image and can thus only be described by few points. In contrast, expected point density is uniform for camera-centric segmentations, but the metrical footprint of the segments increases dramatically with distance, making a planar approximation unrealistic for larger ranges.
To strike a viable compromise, we propose a mixture of environment and camera-centric segmentation as outlined in fig. 1b . Using a cylindrical coordinate system originating at the robot, space is partitioned into 2π/φ sectors S with of metrical length l. This segmentation ensures that each seclet has at least a constant projected width in the image, while simultaneously the growth in metrical area with increasing distance is moderated. Also, traversability in a given direction γ can later be computed easily by sequential inspection of all seclets in the sector S i with iφ ≤ γ < (i + 1)φ (see sec. 3.3).
After assigning the reconstructed 3D points to their corresponding seclets, each seclet is considered in turn. Seclets with a point set M = {P 0 , . . . , P n } larger than a threshold κ s are considered as candidates for approximation with a sloped planar surface. To guard against outliers, approximation is performed using a RANSAC-based plane fitting approach extensively described in [2] . In short, this approach proceeds by constructing plane candidates from three randomly picked points of M . Then, all plane-point distances of the points in M are computed. Points with a distance smaller than a threshold d plane are considered inliers and added to the inlier set R, all other points are classified as outliers. After several repetitions of this process, the plane supported by the most inliers is selected. Finally, its pose is recomputed using a least-squares fitting of all inliers.
With the least-square fitted plane available, it is checked whether a planar approximation is reasonable at all given the seclet's contained points. For this, the ratio between the number of RANSAC inliers and the cardinality of M is calculated. If the ratio falls below a level r min , it is assumed that the seclet's point set actually describes a distinctively non-planar surface and a linear representation would be overly simplistic. Consequently, the sloped plane is discarded.
If a seclet was not modeled using a sloped plane due to either the |M | > κ s or the |R|/|M | ≥ r min constraints, the algorithm falls back to using an elevation plane containing only a height value and no slope information (in this case, its plane normal is set to (0, 0, 1) ). The elevation plane's height is chosen pessimistically as the maximum of all valid heights (z-values) in M , which is again determined using the RANSAC algorithm to guard against outliers. The elevation plane RANSAC model is one dimensional. One point P is randomly chosen from M , and its support is defined by all points P satisfying Z − d height < Z ≤ Z.
Again, the point with the highest support is selected, and it's z coordinate determines the elevation plane's height. This approach effectively discards sporadic outliers that have high z-values without an underlying 'foundation' of additional points. Nevertheless, the elevation plane model also requires a minimum number of points to work reliably. Therefore, if fewer points than κ e with κ e < κ s are available, the seclet is completely excluded from terrain modeling.
Traversability Analysis
The result of the previous steps is a seclet map approximating the geometrical shape of the terrain with seclets containing either sloped planes, elevation planes or no plane information at all. Before traversability can be reasoned upon this data, some assumptions and notations need to be introduced. Firstly, all planes are considered load-bearing and are defined by their normal vector n and their center of gravity (cog) c lying inside the plane (see fig. 2 ). Secondly, the vehicles contain valid planes described by (n, c) and (n p , c p ), it is possible to compute transitional steps between the two seclets. This is accomplished by inspecting the z distance of the planes at the edges of the common seclet border. At each edge, a vertical straight line g l and g r is intersected with the two planes. The resulting intersection point pairs p lp , p l and p rp , p r provide two step heights.
Given these preconditions, a given seclet e n m is considered traversable, if the following conditions are satisfied:
Condition 1 ensures, that the maximum absolute inclination in direction of the path (α r ) and orthogonal to it (α o ) remains below α max . The vectors r and r o (with r⊥r o ) are the projections of the path vector onto the x/y plane, and α r and α o represent the plane's declination. In case there is no usable predecessor e n−1 m available, only this condition is considered. Otherwise, Condition 2 limits the allowed difference in orientation between seclets (especially in direction of r) and can be directly calculated using the inner product of n and n p . Condition 3 is used to detect steps and torsion between two adjacent seclets and becomes especially important for traversability analysis if at least one plane is an elevation plane. As long as the maximum step heights are less or equal h max , the seclets junction is considered traversable.
Experiments
To test the performance of the proposed terrain traversability estimation method, a series of test images with a resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels generated either in a 3D simulation environment or by a real stereo system has been analyzed. For all experiments, the following parameters have been used:
• , l = 1m, n = 20 for the seclet map, κ s = 35, κ e = 10, d plane = 15cm, r min = 0.6, d plane = 50cm for terrain modeling. During testing, the stereo system was mounted on a pan/tilt unit on top of the mobile robot RAVON [8] . Unfortunately, only an exisiting system with a very small baseline of 18cm and focal length of 1902 pixels was available at the time of the experiments. This limits the usable range of the terrain analysis to about 15m. At this distance, the depth resolution δz is equal to 0.6m/pixel, but the sub-pixel accuracy of the used stereo algorithm still suffices to for plane generation. The first experiment was conducted in a simulated environment without optical inadequacies. In figure 3a the scene (containing two distinct obstacles) can be seen. For each seclet, the computed model plane is indicated by circles drawn around the center of gravity. Green planes are traversable, red marks impassable seclets. Figure 3b depicts the corresponding traversability map using the same color code. The darker green/red areas with yellow borders indicate seclets with elevation instead of slope planes. White and dark grey seclets are not used, as they contain zero or less than κ e points. Based on this map, the best traversable driving direction is marked by a cyan arrow.
Simulation
As can been seen, most of the seclets provided sufficient points for slope plane generation, resulting in a good terrain approximation and an accurate traversability analysis. Most of the rocks top surface on the right side is marked traversable as the declination does not exceed α max . Only the first top surface seclet in each sector covering the rock is considered impassable as its predecessor is vertical. As expected, elevation planes were primarily used further away from the cameras where fewer points were recorded.
Real Images
Figures 4a and 4c show two typical outdoor scenes. While the bush is captured quite well on the left side of figure 4a, the tree on the right side is erroneously placed too close to the robot due to imprecise calibration. However, the traversabiliy map shown in 4c can nevertheless be used to correctly determine a well traversable direction. Figure 4c depicts a scene with more complex geometry. This leads to the creation of several elevation planes in areas with non-planar surfaces, and again a correct overall traversability estimate is produced.
Algorithm runtime has not been focused during design or implementation, as traversability analysis is done while robot movement is suspended. Current execution times are about 15 seconds per image. About 80% of the time is spent during feature extraction and matching, while RANSAC computations and traversability analysis are negligible. Speed could therefore be substantially increased using GPU computation or code optimization.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, an approach for terrain traversability estimation in unstructured offroad terrain was presented that combines outlier-robust elevation map modeling and planar fitting methods. A novel seclet map structure was proposed as a suitable spatial segmentation and algorithms for the generation of hybrid sloped/elevation plane seclets have been presented along with a set of constraints usable for binary traverability decisions. It was shown exemplarily that this approach can produce usable results in both simulated and real environments, and that the combination of sloped and elevation planes increases information content in the terrain model. Future work includes the usage of slope information to calculate continuous traversability scores, an increased baseline of the stereo system, the consideration of overhanging obstacles (tree branches) and the incorporation of a more sophisticated sparse stereo approach exploiting the epipolar constraint already during feature matching. 
